“In every generation, they stand up to destroy us” (Hagaddah shel Pesach)

I recently discovered disturbing and shocking information. I’ve been researching articles and studies regarding
COVID-19. Surprisingly, a vaccine has been the response and is still being touted as the only real solution when
scientists and doctors have shown evidence of drugs and medications that can save the lives of those showing initial
symptoms and/or hit hard by Covid-19. However, governments around the world are silencing doctors and hiding
studies which go against the approved narrative and are using fraudulent studies to invalidate the scientific answers
to the pandemic and instead create panic, fear and hysteria, causing lockdowns, unending closures, and the wearing
of masks, measures that are to be in place until a vaccine will be presented as the final solution. To date, numerous
therapeutic options such as the hydroxychloroquine 3 prong approach (hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin and zinc
combination) and other strategies to prevent illness and/or cure covid-19 infections exist and have proven effective.

What is the reasoning behind….
● not allowing the use of Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ)? (A 65 year old safe drug)
● not allowing autopsies of corona patients?
● silencing opposing doctors and scientists by taking down their videos and posts on
media and social media?
● creating false studies on HCQ using FATAL doses of HCQ (instead of 400-600 mcg per
day, they gave patients in the study 2,400 mcg of HCQ per day)
● creating studies on HCQ which were proven false and retracted from the Lancet and
BMJ?
● locking down the entire world over a virus that, although easily transmissible, is equal
in mortality to the Flu?
● using sick and dying people in studies to prove HCQ doesn’t work?
From the research that I've done, the vaccine is the reason for all of the above draconian laws and rules. The vaccine
industry is highly lucrative and the profit to be gained from vaccinating the entire world is enormous. I am concerned
that this may be an extremely dangerous and ill advised vaccine. Some of what I've discovered:
●

Coronavirus vaccines are hard to produce. Past attempts have been unsuccessful. A vaccine made for the
SARS coronavirus produced a dangerous paradoxical immune condition in the test animals that were
vaccinated; they became sicker when subsequently exposed to SARS than those that had not been
vaccinated.

●

A COVID-19 vaccine is expected to cause approximately 700,000 serious adverse events.

●

There is no liability for the companies producing these fast tracked vaccines.

●

There is discussion of a large percentage of vaccinated people that may experience infertility as a result of
the vaccine.

Is this the safe COVID-19 VACCINE we are being promised? A vaccine which…
● Bill Gates said would cause serious adverse effects in 700,000 people?
● uses a new unproven technology based on genetic material from the virus and may have
unknowable long term effects on the vaccinated person’s own genes?
● will only be proved safe and effective or harmful and ineffective after hundreds of thousands, or
even millions, of people get it? And which is only expected to be 50% effective?
● is tested against ANOTHER UNSAFE VACCINE! (meningococcal vaccine) instead of a placebo
● the manufacturers and doctors administering it are free of liability from any injury or death that it
causes? ( as of February, 4, 2020)

● the FDA agreed to fast-track even though it will be inadequately tested and safety steps are being
skipped?
● will NOT be evaluated for the potential to cause cancer, genetic mutations, or loss of fertility?
● will be required in order to travel, drive, work, shop, and participate in society?
Scientists still do not understand Covid-19, however after spending hundreds of millions of dollars on proving that a
corona vaccine provides sound antibodies, they have just discovered that it is the T-cells that are needed to maintain
immunity and not antibodies1.
Furthermore, because they are coming out with vaccines at “warp-speed” they are conducting all three phases of
the vaccine trial simultanously, conducting human trials before they completed the animal testing (animal studies
are done to provide the first indications of safety and effectiveness problems). They are being permitted to do trials
this way because of the ostensible urgency of the CoVID-19 pandemic.
As of July 27, 2020, reports from Arcturus Therapeutics have published data sharing that Israel has reportedly signed
a non-binding agreement for a Phase III trial to be conducted in Israel. “Israel’s high rate of infection makes it a good
testing site”2.
THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME THAT ISRAELIS WILL BE GUINEA PIGS. The Sci-B-Vac experiment in which the Misrad
Habriut tested a Hepatitis B vaccine on newborn babies, left thousands of newborns with severe neurologic damage.
The Israeli government has not taken responsibility for it and has worked to keep it a secret, ignoring the thousands
of families that are attempting a lawsuit in a court of law. In the meantime, the manufacturer has received approval
for the vaccine3.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has been at the forefront of the campaign to vaccinate the world against
CoVID-19, warning that we will not be able to go back to normal without one. Bill Gates, the founder of Microsoft, is
neither a doctor, virologist, epidemiologist, vaccinologist, or science researcher. However, his foundation, places an
emphasis on vaccines, provides grants and massive amounts of money to most of the health related organizations in
the world. He contributes more money to the World Health Organization than many countries combined. However,
Gates also said that a CoVID-19 will injure or kill about 700,000 people4.
Gates has also been forthright about the population explosion and has openly remarked that “with the help of
vaccines … we can lower the population by 10%- 15%”5, a number equivalent to 1 billion people. A whistleblower in
the UK working for Glaxosmithkline has stated that the new mRNA vaccines may cause upward of 50% infertility
rates. However none of the current corona vaccines, or any of the vaccines on the market today, are tested for
infertility.

Vaccines can cause Immune enhancement - a dangerous problem
I’ve learned that vaccines for some types of viruses create a paradoxical immune enhancement response where the
vaccinated person gets sicker when subsequently exposed to the virus than they would have if they had not been
vaccinated before they were exposed6. Since the coronavirus is one of them, Drs. Paul Offit and Peter Hotez,
well-known vaccinologists, publicly warned about the dangers of developing a CoVID-19 vaccine, emphasizing the
need for extreme caution. Dr. Fauci, who is running the coronavirus task force in the US, said the same thing in front
of Congress, that some vaccines can make the disease worse7. They knew this because of the 2003 SARS
(coronavirus) epidemic (which also originated in China). The attempts at a vaccine failed because even though all the
test animals developed antibodies to the virus, they all got a lung disease when they were exposed to it after
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vaccination. When SARS went away, interest in developing a vaccine for that coronavirus faded. To date, there has
never been a successful coronavirus vaccine approved for use8.
This same paradoxical immune enhancement reaction was seen in 1967 with a vaccine for respiratory syncytial virus
where many children who participated in the vaccine trials had to be hospitalized and two died9 (I know of children
in Israel who have died following this vaccine here in Israel) and, more recently, with the dengue fever vaccine that
sickened and killed children who had never had dengue fever prior to being vaccinated against it10.

Pharmaceutical companies provide only positive clinical trial data.
Already we are seeing bad results being ignored. A vaccine trial at the Jenner Institute in Oxford with monkeys was
promoted as much more successful than it really was. Monkeys that were vaccinated and then exposed to COVID-19
got sick; the vaccine did not prevent the illness. The only positive effect was that the lungs of the vaccinated
monkeys were not affected while the lungs of some of the unvaccinated control animals were. Another troubling
aspect of the trials was the low amounts of neutralizing antibodies generated by the vaccine. This means that the
vaccine moderated but did not prevent disease or transmissibility. Furthermore, the animals were euthanized and
autopsied only seven days after infection even though symptoms for Covid-19 can occur anywhere between 2 to 14
days after exposure. The scientists, however, issued a press release, before trial data was made available, in which
they reported that their vaccine worked to protect monkeys and they were proceeding with human trials11.
Moderna, another company working on a vaccine, is currently the top contender for approval of their CoVID-19
vaccine. Moderna skipped critical animal testing and proceeded to a Phase 1, small human trial. Even though 15-20%
of the human trial participants in the highest dosage arm were sick and needed medical attention or had to be
hospitalized, they stated in a press release that they had a promising vaccine without releasing the trial data as is
customary12. One of the trial participants later went public about his experience to warn about the dangers of
speeding up the process. He said that he never felt that sick in his entire life13. Moderna is planning to go to Phase 3
clinical trials with thousands of volunteers.
Another Moderna trial in the Kharkiv section of the Ukraine is quite telling. 15 healthy volunteers were recruited in
that trial. During the research, eight participants' health deteriorated sharply and were transferred to the
intensive care unit. Five patients, four of which were military personnel, died from complications14.
In relation to the unethical decision to skip animal testing, Jonathan Kimmelman, director of McGill University’s
biomedical ethics unit said:
‘Outbreaks and national emergencies often create pressure to suspend rights, standards and/or normal rules
of ethical conduct ... Often our decision to do so seems unwise in retrospect15.’
In relation to conducting all phases of the vaccine trials simultaneously, as some are doing with animal and human
testing, one COVID-19 vaccine manufacturer said: “It is like building an airplane while you are flying”16.

Creating vaccines with a new, unproven technology
Moderna is one of several companies racing to make a vaccine using a new technology that relies on some of the
virus’s genetic material called mRNA, messenger RNA. Instead of using the whole weakened, killed, or pieces of a
virus like traditional vaccines, these will cause the vaccinated person’s own cells to manufacture a particular virus
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protein which is expected to cause an immune response17. This is an unproven technology which has never before
been tested among a large number of people.
Since scientists are hoping that they’ve got the right piece of RNA and that it will work like they want it to, the
development process has been likened to wadding up plans for an airplane, throwing them through the ventilation
shaft in the factory and hoping that you will come up with an airplane and not a pickup truck18.
The effect of such a vaccine on the genetic material of the host (the person being vaccinated) is unknown, may not
be known for many, many years, and could have potentially grave consequences, particularly if there are changes to
the DNA and/or germ cells - those used in reproduction. We can also not be sure of what exactly is in each of those
vaccines. These vaccines will not be tested for carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, or impairment of fertility. No vaccines
are. That such damage can occur is not idle speculation. . Regarding carcinogenicity and mutagenicity - an
independent lab has found unidentified materials and tumorigenic DNA in vaccines given to children19 and DNA
fragments in vaccines have been linked to neurological impairment. The DNA fragments are in the medium that
some antigens are grown in; they are embryonic stem cells from aborted fetuses that have been repeatedly
reproduced20.
Netanyahu has already invested $66 million of taxpayer money to buy options for Moderna’s risky COVID-19 vaccine
without knowing if it will work or even see the light of day (Moderna has never had a product approved for use or
marketed). Despite the fact that there are other vaccines being developed, Moderna is using less reliable methods
than others. They are using mRNA, genetic material from the virus’s protein, to hijack your cell’s productive
capabilities in the hopes of stimulating antibody production. No vaccine using this technology has been approved yet
and it has never been tried in a large population. The only way they will really know if it is safe and effective is by
rolling it out for the general public, without sharing the possibility of adverse effects. While clinical trials are done on
healthy volunteers in the 18-55 age groups, vaccines are approved as a one-size-fits-all product and are given to a
large, diverse population of various ages (including infants, expectant mothers and elderly and for those with many
different health conditions) who have not participated in the vaccine trials. The only way they will really know if the
vaccine works is during the clinical trials where they vaccinate thousands of people21.
What’s worse is that the FDA already said it will give full approval to vaccines that will only be 50% effective22. The
FDA will “exercise regulatory flexibility” to get a CoVID-19 vaccine approved quickly23. By February 4th, they had
already given immunity from any liability for injury or death from a CoVID-19 vaccine to vaccine manufacturers and
anyone who administers the vaccine24, just like they do for other mandated vaccines. That means that no matter
how many people get sick or die from a vaccine, there is no way to sue them in a court of law.
Ironically, long-term vaccine immunity, if the vaccine even works, is also not assured, and GSK, another vaccine
manufacturer, is already planning to manufacture booster shots for a CoVID-19 vaccine25. Others are already calling
for second-generation vaccines to be produced which will not only induce neutralizing antibodies but also a
longer-term memory T-cell response26.
There is no moral justification for a Covid-19 vaccine that is not effective in totally preventing disease (symptoms in
the vaccinated person) and transmission (ability to colonize the virus and infect others - even without being sick) and
that the adverse events are not worse or more prevalent than the disease, which has a recovery rate of 95% and is a
mild illness in most people.
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Bill Gates has been predicting pandemics for several years already, and in October 2019, held Event 201, along the
WHO (World Health Organization), other government agencies, pharmaceutical companies, and media. They
predicted a pandemic very similar to what we are now experiencing, strategizing how to get a uniform message
out to the public27.
A number of vaccination programs that the Gates Foundation has been directly or indirectly involved in have come
under fire. One such program was aimed at secretly lowering fertility rates among girls and women of child-bearing
age.
The Catholic Health Commission of Kenya issued a press statement about their discovery of Beta HcG-laced tetanus
vaccines, which was confirmed by 6 independent labs. The vaccine was given in 5 doses over a short period of time,
to millions of girls and women of childbearing age during a time when there was no known tetanus crisis. A tetanus
shot is expected to last for 10 years without a booster. If there had been a true need due to a tetanus outbreak, it
would have been given to boys and men also. HcG is the hormone needed to sustain a pregnancy. The effect on
fertility was disastrous.
This same type of tetanus vaccination campaign had already been done in the Philippines, Nicaragua and Mexico28.
The campaign was funded by the WHO and UNICEF, two organizations that are heavily funded by the Gates
Foundation.
This was not difficult to accomplish since vaccines for birth control have been in development for 40 years.
In 1993, WHO announced a “birth-control vaccine” for “family planning”. Published research shows that by
1976 WHO researchers had conjugated tetanus toxoid (TT) with human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG, a
pregnancy hormone) producing a “birth-control” vaccine. This causes pregnancy hormones to be attacked by
the immune system. Expected results are abortions in females already pregnant and/or infertility in
recipients not yet impregnated. Repeated inoculations prolong infertility. WHO publications show a
long-range purpose to reduce population growth in unstable “less developed countries”29.
This aligns with Bill Gates’s stated goal of population reduction.
The Chareidi sector has long been perceived as a threat with its extraordinarily fast-paced birth rate. Secular Israel
and the Zionist program are none too fond of the large frum family size and the burden they believe the Charedi
sector imposes on the economy. Are we next in line for an experimental infertility-laced corona vaccine?
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